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 I would like to congratulate the winners of our three internal leagues, Neil Crickmore, Rob Wilby 

and Gary Behan.  Also the winners of the Strong K.O. cup and the Strong K.O. Plate, Plamen Sivrev 

and Mike Stinton-Brownbridge respectively.   Tony Tatam won the Challenge league cup and 

bringing up the rear by winning the Nobbs Cup came one Derek Scantlebury.     

Thank you to all those who represented the club in external leagues and congratulations to the 

DCCA Mamhead team, the Torbay league Division 4, Rapidplay and Knockout Cup teams who all won 

their competitions.    

Next season will see a change of format to the Ron Bruce league but no decision has yet been made 

regarding any changes to the Bloodworth or Larry Guard leagues.    

We will shortly be saying ‘Farewell’ to young Terry Wang who has been a real credit to our game and 

to his parents, we will miss him but maybe we will read about him in years to come.  

Derek Scantlebury, Club Secretary 

The winner takes it all – Neil Crickmore 

On 16th May, I was sitting opposite David Twine in the knowledge that the winner of the game would 

be club champion We kind of both knew that I’d play a four pawns attack against his King’s Indian. I 

started wondering if this put me at a slight disadvantage because black has so many choices… 

White: N Crickmore   Black: D Twine 

1. c4    

The English Opening. At the last second, I bottled it. 

       Nf6 

2. Nc3   g6 

Inviting a King’s Indian.  

Do I, don’t I? I’m starting to feel slightly stressed already and I’ve only played two moves. 

Right, courage. Accept this is going to be a right old ding-dong caveman slugfest… 

3. d4    Bg7   

4. e4    d6 

5. f4     0-0 



 
6. Nf3 c5 

7. d5 e6 

8. Be2 exd5 

9. cxd5 

 

A position I’ve been in countless times online.  Black has choices.  

9…Re8 invites 10.e5!? and it all goes a bit mad. 9…b5!? Tries to start the action before white 

has castled and 9…Bg4 aims to quietly and sensibly complete development. Black chose the 

final option. 

    …Bg4 

10. 0-0 Nbd7 

11. h3 Bxf3 

12. Bxf3 Re8 

 

Semkov’s book “ Kill K.I.D.” analyses this position in some depth. He draws two conclusions: a) Now 

that the black rook has moved from f8, keep the rook on f1 and b) you have to get on with the attack 

because a quiet 13. Kh1 allows b5! 

So, in that spirit… 

13.  g4!?      g5 is actually a threat here so black correctly played  

              13…h6 

14.  Qc2! The exclamation mark is for remembering Semkov’s improvement as much as for the 

move itself! 



        …Qa5 

This looks sensible but perhaps it’s a bit optimistic given white’s attack. 

 

Here I remembered Semkov’s theme of playing g5 and e5 then Ne4. This positional pawn sacrifice is 

attractive. 

15. g5 hxg5 

16. e5! dxe5 

17. fxg5 Nh7 

18. Ne4 

This is the position I was aiming for.  

 

For the pawn, white has a big knight, a big d-pawn, a space advantage and two bishops. Black 

must play actively or white will consolidate with Be3, Rad1, Qf2 etc… 18. …c4! The best move. 

The idea is to gain some time after 19. Qxc4 with perhaps Rac8 and Nc5 to follow. But taking it 

didn’t feel in the spirit of things. 

19. Be3 Perhaps not best but I’ve trained my mind to answer Black’s c4 with Be3 in almost all 

similar positions. 

        …Bf8 The idea is to use the c5 square with Nc5 and trade off the knights. The two ways 

to stop this are 20. d6 and 20. Qf2 and I lost over 15 minutes torn between the two. I chose 

the queen move to cover c5 and with veiled threats against f7. 



20. Qf2 

 

 
 

The problem is that the queen was doing a great job on c2 stopping f5 due to the g6 pawn 

hanging after the exchanges. 

      …f5 I think we both felt that this was forced. 20…Bg7 may be better but it seems more of 

a computer move than a human one. 

21. gxf6 Ndxf6 

When playing 20. Qf2 I thought I’d have 22. Qg3 Kg7 and 23. d6 which felt overwhelming. It 

suddenly dawned on me that Black doesn’t have to defend the g-pawn but instead can take 

on d5 with the knight (the d-pawn has been safe for a while due to Nf6 discovered check). 

 
 

This position felt critical. Do I go in for the hair-raising complications of 22. Qg3 or do I 

quietly trade knights, drop the bishop back to e2 or g2 and follow up with Rad1? 

It transpires that the chilled out 22. Rad1 is fine too. 

However, the more I looked, the complications seemed to accidentally all work in my favour. 

22. Qg3   Nxd5   If Kg7, swap on f6 and Kh1 with the idea of Rg1. Against most other things, Rad1 

gives a better position. Not one to sit back and defend, David chose the bravest option. Now 

things go a bit mad… 

23. Qxg6ch Kh8 If Bg7, Nd6 and Be4 or Nf5 are very strong 

24. Ng5! 

                      



 
 

24…Nxg5 If Re7 then Nf7ch Rxf7, Qxf7, Nxe3, Be4! Winning 

25. Bxd5 Qxd5 not Nxh3ch, Kh2 and Rf7 to follow 

26. Bxg5 

 

 
 

To my horror, I thought I’d missed 26…Qg8 but spotted 27. Bf6ch, Bg7 28. Qh5ch Qh7 29. 

Bxg7ch and the piece can’t be recaptured due to     30. Rf7ch. When things are going for 

you… 

 

26…Bg7 

When I played 22. Qg3 I’d planned 27. Bf6 now and couldn’t see how black could survive 

(27…Qd4ch 28. Rf2). But then I saw this wonderfully romantic (but actually totally 

unnecessary) king march…so… 

27. Rf7 



 
27…Qd4ch 

28 Kh2 why not just Kh1 and after Qd5ch, Kh2 there are no checks! 

           …Qxb2ch 

           29 Kg3 Qc3ch 

           30 Kh4 Qd4ch 

           31 Kh5   e4 

           32 Rxg7   Here Black’s flag fell but after 32…Qxg7 33. Bf6 wins   1-0 

 

An incredible battle which neither player deserved to lose. The percentage of moves made by both 

players which were the computer’s first or second choice was higher than in any game I’ve played at 

Plymouth Chess Club.  

The game could’ve so easily gone either way and I’m left wondering a little when Caissa, the goddess 

of chess, will reclaim my luck... 

Junior Chess update – Nick Butland 

A few people have asked how the junior coaching sessions I have been running on a Wednesday 

evening have been going. The background is that I have dipped my toe back in the water which I 

splashed around in for nearly 20 years during my time in Aylesbury. In the course of that time, I was 

able to nurture many kids with the usual spectrum of results; there was always a drop-off with 

teenagers, but James & Chantelle Foster & Will Claridge-Hansen all won British junior titles. 



So I sent letters to a number of schools to publicise sessions which started at the beginning of the 

year. This may have been an error on my part & I shall email in August/September. I had no response 

whatsoever from the schools themselves; one child came for a couple of months with his father, 

who had clearly given him a good grounding. I did have several other enquiries from parents who 

told me the time did not fit with existing commitments. Not great. Juggling our Chinese visitor who 

had entirely different needs was an interesting challenge! 

However, the last month before our summer closure has seen a couple of regulars join us with one 

other definite expression of interest for next term. Once we have a critical mass of 5 or 6, my 

experience is that we will bubble along fine. At the moment, it has been simple stuff - values of 

pieces, how the pieces move & some elementary tactics. They’ll also tell you which is a relative & 

which an absolute pin & with the barbecue season upon us, were just getting to grips with forks & 

skewers when we broke up. 

Plans for next term…We have bagged the club’s first evening on Monday 18th September to run a 

competition from 5 till 7.30 (sorry, juniors only)! I shall refresh contact with all those who have 

enquired since the start of 2018 to see whether using a Monday afternoon may be preferable. I shall 

also email schools directly with a poster inviting entries to the competition & pointing out that free 

coaching is now available. I’m sure we will do better at the start of the new school year than 

attempting to kick-start in January. 

If you have any children living nearby who might be interested, do feel free to put them in touch 

with me. We will be encouraging parents to give their children early exposure to some of the DJCA 

(Devon Junior) events next term. 

The “Hidden Force”   Neil Crickmore 

“Tactics flow from superior positions” - Bobby Fischer 

Not being experienced at writing about chess, I thought I’d start with a quote that I don’t fully 

understand! However, it’s the closest quote I can find to what I wanted to talk about.  

The more I look at my recent games, the more I’ve come to respect what I might call a “Hidden 

Force”. Before you think “He’s finally lost it”, let me explain. 

Patiently wait for the Hidden Force. 

So, you’re down the club, you’ve made a couple of slightly dodgy opening moves, you’re struggling 

for a plan, your position is worse and then…the tactics start…The more you look, the worse it gets. 

Your opponent surely couldn’t have seen that all of your many options don’t work! His first name 

isn’t Magnus! 

 It can feel as if there’s some Hidden Force working against you from behind the scenes. 

Now let’s consider another situation. You’ve played very sensibly, your opponent has played a 

couple of dodgy ones, you gain a superior position and there’s a chance to get tactical. The more 

you look, the better it gets. It all seems to work. Even the opponent’s stuff you miss doesn’t work! 

It can feel as if there’s some Hidden Force working for you from behind the scenes.  



So my improvement advice, for what it’s worth, is try not to get too tactical until you think you have 

a decent/better position (in a recent game, my opponent tried to mix things up early and my 

instinctive reaction was, before analysing a thing: “That can’t work, I’ve done nothing wrong!”).  

Then let “the Hidden Force” do its thing! 

Here’s an example from my own recent experience, playing for the club. So hopefully you’ll see what 

I’m getting at: 

White: N.Crickmore ( Plymouth)   Black: S. Levy (South Hams) 

 

(H.F. = Hidden Force!) 

Consider the position for a moment. 

Clearly white has a superior position. I saw that 20…Nf4 wasn’t really a threat because 21. Qe3 and if 

NxR then QxN checkmate (thanks H.F). The computer even suggests 21. Qe4! after Nf4 and if 

21…PxQ then Rxg6 disc. Checkmate (H.F. again!). I need to improve my position though. I played the 

quiet 20. Qe3! and after 20… Ng7 21. Qe5 

 

21…Rd7 22. Re7 was a big threat… but now I couldn’t see a way of finishing things - luckily H.F. was 

on hand… 

22. Ne4! 



 

Now everything’s piling in. 23. Nf6ch is a huge threat and the knight is immune.  

It transpires that 22…Qd8 was the best defence meeting the knight check with 23…Kf7 but after all 

the forced exchanges, White gets a won ending in every line ( Cheers H.F.!). 

However, before I played 22. Ne4 there was one BIG forcing line to check…can Black play 22…Qe1ch 

and 23…Qxe4 simplifying everything? There followed… 

22…Qe1ch 

22 Kh2 Qxe4 (forced i.e. nothing better really) 

23 Qxe4 dxe4 (forced) 

24.Rxc6disc ch (forced) 

 

24…Kh8 If Rf7 then 25. Rc7 (25…Be7 26. Rxe7) 

25. Rc8 deserves another picture 

 



Not only can the black bishop not be protected but my own bishop on d4 is safe because 26.Rxf8 is 

mate! 

So what conclusions can we draw?  

Firstly, the “combination” is far too pretty for me to have “created it”- when I first spotted it (when 

considering 22. Ne4) I actually started quietly shaking (!) thinking “That’s beautiful, please let it be 

true!” and I had to check and re-check. More the sentiments of a discoverer than a creator! 

So guys, my advice is, don’t go searching for tactics from the get-go. Get your pieces out sensibly, 

castle, put your queen somewhere safe, fight for the centre - rooks in the centre if you can, your 

bishops on nice diagonals if you can, don’t rush to relieve tension or rush to simplify…”knights on the 

rim are dim” - all the basics – whilst remembering that the object is to win!  

Two brief anecdotes: Around 20 years ago, I was playing in an Open in Margate. I left the room for 

some fresh air and found myself with British GM Julian Hodgson. I said “Julian. How did you improve 

from where I am now?” He replied, “I was playing a game and I suddenly realised chess is simple”. 

In a recent broadcast the famous American GM Yasser Seirawan, when asked about his progress, 

said “I was stuck at FIDE 2000 and then suddenly, I got it!!” 

If I’ve had an epiphany in chess lately, it’s the realisation that the stuff I learnt when I was 12 was the 

best advice I’ve ever received. GMs seem to have the “rules” hardwired in. The rest of us spend our 

time diverted by temptations. But follow those sound rules and as Mr R.J. Fischer might’ve said: 

“With a superior position, the tactics will flow…” 

May the (Hidden) Force be with you! 

 

South West England v Wales  under 14s  

Terry Wang was the only Devon player selected to represent the SW region in a match against Wales 

in Chepstow on 3rd June.  Playing on board 5 in a 12 board match he won both his games making a 

big contribution to South West’s 14 to 10 win.  Well done Terry! 

Tournament, Congress & Competition reports 

The West of England Chess Union (WECU) Championships – report by Andy Proudfoot 

This event took place at the Manor Hotel, Exmouth, over the weekend 30th March to 2nd April.  It was 

played in three sections – Open, Major (under 170) and Minor (under 130) – over seven rounds.  

Plymouth's crack squad comprised Terry Wang (in the Major) and myself plus John Dean in the 

Minor. 

Playing conditions could best be described as 'snug', and there were several occasions where a 

player pressed the clock of the adjacent game. Whilst the organisation was fine and the arbiters (our 

very own Tony and Graham) magnificent I can't help feeling that a championship such as this 

deserves more elbow room. 



Anyway, onto the chess... Plymouth's representatives again performed well, with Terry finishing joint 

third (4 ½ out of 7) in the Major (having bounced back well after a first round loss) after agreeing a 

quick draw with the overall winner in the last round. Terry again performed above his grading with a 

162 performance. 

I was fortunate to finish joint third in the Minor (also 4 ½ out of 7) with a 130 performance overall. I 

can't think how I managed it, as I didn't play a decent game the whole tournament, and it says 

something when my best move was the completely illegal Nd3-b1 in my win over one of the joint 

winners. Neither of us noticed during the game(!) but I did apologise to him later when I realised 

what I had done. 

It turned out that had I won my last round game I would have tied first, but that would have been a 

complete travesty given my poor play. As it happened I offered a draw on move seven after seeing 

Terry's quick draw (as I had offered him and mum Claire a lift home); my opponent thought for 35 

minutes before accepting!. 

John Dean also played well, finishing in joint 6th place on 4 out of 7. Well done all! 

37th Teignmouth Rapidplay  - 14th  April.  Report by Graham Mill-Wilson 

There were the usual two sections and a good turnout, with 23 players in the Open and 36 in the 

Under 140. 

The Open was won by Paul Hampton, who drew his first two games and had to come from behind to 

finish top with 5/6.  Stephen Homer and Jos Haynes finished joint second, half a point behind.  

Plymouth was represented by Andrei Rozanov and Terry Wang, who both had mixed fortunes, both 

won 2, drew 3 and lost 1, thereby finished on a respectable 3½.  Perhaps the highlight of Terry’s day 

was a draw against Dominic Mackle in round 4. 

There was an incident during round 3, near the bottom of the Open section, in a game involving Bill 

Ingham and Adrian Champion, from Graham’s old club Yate in the Bristol league.  The chair collapsed 

under the (rather large) Adrian, depositing him and most of the pieces on the floor. As neither player 

had been recording the moves the game could not be accurately reconstructed, and an amicable 

draw was agreed. Adrian had only a slight back injury, but sadly the chair had to be put out of its 

misery. 

In the Under 140 section, where Plymouth was represented by Rob Wilby and Graham Mill-Wilson, 

the situation at the top was quite close. Anthony Dunford, an unknown from Exeter University 

seemed to be sweeping all (including Graham) before him, but he finally came unstuck against Rob 

in the final round. That meant that Anthony, Rob and Matthew Penn from North Bristol finished 

joint first with 5/6. Graham scored 4/6, losing to two of the top three (not Rob). All three in turn 

were photographed holding the cup, so it’s not known who actually won it. 

The team prize ended with a bit of controversy.  Exeter University won with 12½ points. However, a 

quirky rule meant that they were awarded double points in the first round because two of their 

players played each other, despite the fact that one of them won.  We didn’t understand the 

reasoning for this, but it gave the Uni team just enough to beat Plymouth  (Andrei, Terry and Rob) by 



half a point! Despite that and a couple of glitches from controller John Constable’s computer, it was 

an enjoyable and well organised day in the usual excellent venue. 

World Amateur Chess Championships, Kos. 11Th - 21st May – report by Andy Proudfoot 

Let me begin by saying that I can thoroughly recommend this tournament – 4/5*, all-inclusive 

accommodation; excellent, varied and plentiful food; free coffee, juice, water, cakes and biscuits 

during play; excellent playing conditions and wonderful weather! 

The tournament is played over 9 rounds across seven graded sections (I was in the 1400-1600 

section). There is one rest day where an optional day trip to see the sights is offered (myself and 3 

other Brits took ourselves off in a taxi for a relaxing day in Kos Town). 

Just so you don't get the impression that it was all wonderful, this was the awful view from my 

balcony 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

...and the truly dreadful dining conditions: 

 

I don't know how I coped!! 

Oh yes, and some chess was played. I'll be honest, I wasn't at my best. In the first round I was up 

against a Slovenian chap who eventually finished 2nd (and who also beat a GM in a simul during the 



event); needless to say I lost and things didn't really improve from there. I ended up with 2 wins, 4 

draws and 3 losses (a couple of the draws should have been wins, and two of the losses should have 

been a draw and a win – picked up the wrong rook in one and took the wrong pawn in the other – 

but that's chess I suppose, you get what your play deserves. 

Here was me in round three action: 

 

There were also GM simuls and talks during the week, and three evening blitz tournaments (two 

individual and one in pairs). I played in all three of those but only managed a performance I could be 

happy with in the last individual one. 

I would definitely participate again – you'd be hard pushed to find better conditions (in every way) in 

which to play chess! 

I should mention that the organisers (ACO) are also organising a very similar event for seniors (over 

50s) in Crete this October (and hopefully in future years). Here's a link if you'd like to check it out: 

https://amateurchess.com/senior/ 

Club events 

3rd Social evening, 28th March 

Eight players volunteered to try out Nick’s latest chess variant.  I am not sure this one actually has a 

name but I will do my best to describe it!  Boards were set up as for a simul and players took their 

places ready to move as White or Black.  After making a move everyone rotated to the next board to 

make the next move on that board, and so on.  Clocks were used solely to indicate whose move it 

was next. Once a player delivered checkmate on a board they scored a point and dropped out to 

leave the remaining players playing on the boards still in play, and so it continued until mate had 

been delivered on all boards or the position was agreed by all to be drawn. 

On occasions when on the end board we found it was possible to use one move to remove a vital 

defender, move to the other side and deliver mate against the unprotected King.   Team Sivrev 

https://amateurchess.com/senior/


perfected this in what appeared to be a four move self mating combination in which father nicely set 

up son!  Each of these chess variants produces their own unique tactics.  It quickly became clear that 

to promote a pawn to a Queen usually led to a player behind you delivering mate before you next 

had a turn on the board –so  under promoting to minor pieces quickly became the norm. 

For the record, after five rounds Terry Wang took first place and won a jumbo bag of maltesers! 

Thanks Nick for an entertaining evening. 

4th Social Evening, 23rd May  

This was a well attended event with 20 coming along for an evening of handicap rapid chess 

organised by Nick Butland.  Time handicaps were based on grade differences with a maximum 27 

minutes to 3 minutes where the difference was more than 79 grade points.  This seemed to have the 

desired effect with a surprisingly high number of draws for a rapid event. 

Going into the last of the five rounds it was an all Tavistock game for first place with Martin Quinn on 

4pts against David Twine on 3.5.  David came out on top to win the chocolates, with Megan O’Brien 

sharing second spot with Martin. 

When faced with a 27:3 time difference one strategy for the player on 3 minutes is to blitz out the 

first dozen or so moves in as many seconds and only to engage the brain when a middle game 

position is on the board.  There are obvious risks to such a strategy as in the 1st round game 

between John James (27 mins) and Martin Quinn (3mins) which went:  

1. f4 e5 2. fxe5 d6 3. exd6 Bxd6 4. Nf3 Bg4 5. h3??? Bh5??? 

The moment I played Bh5 both myself and John immediately saw 5 .... Bg3 checkmate.  My chance 

to play what would probably have been one of the quickest wins in the club’s history was gone. 

The evening concluded with a presentation to Terry Wang of a book signed by all those present, 

sending him on his way home to China with our best wishes.  I didn’t get to see the book’s title but I 

heard someone mention Scantlebury’s Best Games: Volume 1! 

Devon & Torbay Leagues 

End of 2017/18 season tables & reports 

Devon County Chess Association 

Mamhead division (4 boards – maximum combined grade 640  Team Captain: Plamen Sivrev 

 Played Won Draw Lost For Against Points 

Plymouth 5 5   15 5 10 

Exmouth 5 4  1 11.5 8.5 8 

Barnstaple 5 2 1 2 10 10 5 

South Hams 5 1 1 3 7.5 11.5 3 

Teignmouth 5  2 3 8 12 2 

Newton Abbot 5  2 3 8 12 2 



Torbay Chess League 

 Division 1 (4 boards – no grade limit)  Team Captain: Plamen Sivrev (to December) 

                                                                                                  Martin Quinn (from January) 

A rather sad end of season table for Plymouth.  Some individuals had good games (see Neil’s 

‘Hidden Force’ Article above) but we just could not field enough of our top players to be 

competitive. 

 P W D L F A Pts 

Newton Abbot 6 5 0 1 14 10 10 

Torbay 6 4 0 2 16 8 8 

South Hams 6 2 1 3 11 13 5 

Plymouth 6 0 1 5 7 17 1 

 

Division 3 (4 boards – maximum combined grade 480)  Team Captain: Derek Scantlebury 
 

 P W D L F A Pts 

South Hams 6 4 1 1 15 9 9 

Newton Abbot 6 4 1 1 14½ 9½ 9 

Plymouth 6 3 0 3 11 13 6 

TBGS 6 0 1 5 7½ 16½ 0 

 

Division 4 (4 boards – maximum combined grade 420)  Team Captain: Tony Tatam 

 

Plymouth won Division 4 convincingly finishing six points clear of their nearest challengers, 
whom they defeated 3½-½ in their last match, to complete the season with an unbeaten record. 
Gary Behan's excellent record of 7½ / 8 resulted in him winning the Torbay Chess League Division 
4 best player performance award. 

 

 P W D L F A Pts 

Plymouth 8 7 1 0 24 8 15 

South Hams 8 4 1 3 16½ 15½ 9 

TBGS 8 2 3 3 12½ 19½ 7 

Teignmouth 8 1 3 4 13 19 5 

Newton Abbot 8 2 0 6 14 18 4 

 
Rapidplay  (4 boards – maximum combined grade 560)  Team Captain: Martin Quinn 
 
The outcome of this small league came down to the final match against South Hams. If we won by 5-
3 or better we would win the league, if we won 4.5-3.5 we would tie with Newton Abbot, draw or 
lose and Newton Abbot would win the league.  We won by 6.5-2.5 and claimed the title. The same 



team Mick S-B, Martin Q, Rob W and Tony T played all four matches.  Rob (6/8) and Tony (7/8) both 
achieved excellent scores with Tony wining the TCL Rapidplay Individual Performance award. 
 

 P W D L F A Pts 

Plymouth 4 2 2 0 19½ 12½ 6 

Newton Abbot 4 2 2 0 17½ 14½ 6 

South Hams 4 0 0 4 11 21 0 

 
Knockout Cup (6 Boards - maximum combined grade 750) 

 

Plymouth won the KO final with a narrow 3½-2½ home win over Torbay. 

 
Devon Chess 

Devon v Cornwall 24th March 2018 
 
This 1st team match was played at the Plymouth Club with Devon winning comfortably by 12 points 
against 4.  Two Plymouth club players were in the Devon team. 
 
Twine D 181 0 - 1 Kneebone R 164 

Stinton-B. M 154 1 -0 Jenkins D 121  

 

Upcoming events & diary dates 

 Chess Club Summer Barbecue Saturday 7th July, from 4 pm Mary Tavy – hosted by Nick & 

Hazel Butland 

 BRITISH CHESS CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018 - Hull City Hall, Hull Friday 27th July to Sunday 5th 

August 

 Devon County Chess Association  68th ANNUAL CONGRESS at the Livermead House Hotel , 

Torquay   TQ2 6QJ   Sunday 2nd – Saturday 8th September  

 Junior Chess competition at Plymouth Chess Club - Monday 17th September 

 The club reopens for 2018/19 season - Wednesday 19th September. 

Trivia and Miscellany 

In Dublin's fair city – Andrew Wright 

In 1993 in Dublin I played in the zonal held specifically to allow Irish players to gain grandmaster 

norms. I met Colin Mcnab from Scotland and Julian Hodgson who later published one of my games in 

his book trends in the Sicilian. I also met Boris Spassky.  

Basically there was a big reception before the tournament where Eamon Keogh received a painting 

for his contribution to Irish chess. He'd won the Irish championship three times in a row.  I'd beaten 

him in Kilkenny before this tournament. From the reception in Jurys I cadged a lift to the Royal 

Dublin hotel with Michael Crowe, president of the Irish Chess Union. There were a hundred players 

in the room I was led into and I sat down amongst what turned out be 20 Russian masters who were 



in town for another event. One of them was Rashit Ziadinov, his name miraculously changed to 

Rashid Ziadionov for the tournament. As Spassky (attending as a guest of honour) and Michael 

Crowe talked on stage, me and Rashit played chess. It turned out he was the second-best player in 

the tournament. Next thing I know Spassky had got off the stage and was walking towards me. I 

froze looking straight at the man himself approaching quickly. When he got to 5 feet away I put my 

right arm out as if to shake him by the hand. He put his hand out to.  I was about to shake Boris 

Spassky’s hand but just before our hands touched he put his thumb to his nose and blew a raspberry 

and laughed. At home I laughed as well and I continue to laugh to this day. 

Accepting defeat disgracefully 

Having read of Andrew’s hilarious experience in Dublin I came across this funny little story Eamon 

Keogh has on the Irish Chess Union website: 

I was once asked to present the prizes at the community games out in Ballyfermot in Dublin and as 

part of the day's activities I gave a simultaneous against all the kids who'd won a prize. I saw a pretty 

queen sacrifice on one of the boards and played the move. Then, when I came round again, this red 

haired freckled eight year old swiped my queen and called over his mates who clustered round the 

board. Next time around I made a quiet pawn move and the kid was showing the captured queen to 

all his mates. The next time around I said check, and the next time around I said mate. He looked up 

and his face was bright red and he said "Well f*@! ya mister!" from the depth of his heart. 

Get out of this 

This position arose in a famous chess game and the next moves were 48. h4  Qxg3.  It looks like 

curtains for White – is there anything he can do to save the game? 

 


